In 2019, I see myself as a willing speaker on behalf of God
who started openly speaking to me in 2002. He explained to
me the Laws of the Universe. By 2006, I wrote them up and
they are since available to anyone under the name of “The
Cathar Testament”.
I was affected by the weight of the suffering that descended
from my suspension in 2010, by the death of two vulnerable
Slovaks who trusted and needed me, and by the birth of a
disabled child the mother was due to abort. But I would never
contemplate harming myself, or to take my own life, due to my
commitments towards others and because suicide, as a form of an escape from the
pressures of life, is an unacceptable solution to someone who is a Cathar.
Instead, I dedicated myself to my spiritual work and to writing. My realizations in
form of many essays and articles attracted readers in all parts of the World. The
Cathar Testament and my articles on the Cathars had been reproduced on
professional webs in English, Slovak and Czech. A novel inspired by Cathar history
by an established international author based in Germany was published in Slovakia
in 2013 and a similar e-book in English was launched in the same year. Both
authors were in touch with me during the writing of their works. My own research
on the Shroud of Turin in 2013 has proven that the man in the Shroud almost
certainly could not have been Jesus Christ, but most likely was Jacques de Molay,
the last Grandmaster of the Knights Templar. The Shroud is genuine without any
doubt, but the fact has unacceptable consequences for the Roman Church that has
money to entice endless further investigation casting doubt on something that is
already proven. The godless public prefers stories of fiddle and fake, rather than of
the Truth finding its way into the light despite endless webs of lies and deceit, which
sums up the history of the Shroud. While living in Europe, I was fluent in seven
European languages. My PhD is in Sociology and Philosophy and I am a British
academic author in the field of international business management.
The events and how others approached them meant, that I have lost interest to
participate in society, which I feel, loses the right to call it-self “human” on the day
when police start persecuting those who stand up against crime, physicians look the
other way as bureaucrats kill, and state television broadcasts lies to eliminate the
witness. God speaks to me and although I wish nothing more than to return to Him,
I now look forward to the future.
God told me in 2010, that “he will grind to dust” everyone participating at hurting
me. It seems that by 2016 Justice was done with those who harmed me in 2010.
Carl Beech, the monster who masterminded my victimisation, was sentenced to 18
years in jail in 2019. His mother is a priest. Those responsible for subsequent
cover ups, together with anyone who was responsible for a renewed campaign of
hate and lies against me via the Mail Online and the Hello! magazine in 2017, which
involved the personal biographer of the Duchess of Cambridge, are meeting with

Justice. The 2017 campaign against me was a particularly nasty back stab,
because it took place after Beech was already in troubles and Chris Geiger was
already exposed as a crook and a liar thrown out of all serious venues.
Robbed and made destitute by the lies and persecution, in 2018, I used a birthday
present as a deposit for the rebuild of my outdated Dhaxem.com website that
carries the Cathar Testament. I became the victim of unprecedented abuse, insults
and bungles by the contractor, webcreationuk. After 10 months of what I can only
describe as a nightmare, the company retained my work and my money and left me
with nothing. On making my experience with webcreationuk public in 2019, they
pledged to take the strongest retaliatory action against me. They implied that they
are condemning me for differing from the crooks who victimised me, i.e. Beech and
Geiger. God told me that webcreationuk joined his queue to be ground to dust.
God tells me that the experiences I was put through as a loving and innocent human
being, will in not too distant future be taught about in schools, and will eventually
lead to this World becoming a better place. There is nothing more that I could want.
In February 2018, I spoke on a channel about my relationship with God:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Y83vyQlWQyhf/
The events taking place had been predicted for many centuries. The proof that the
World did not believe is in that it happened.
The World, as generation before us knew it, ended in 2012, as had been predicted.
We have entered a new phase with many revolutionary elements. The first
generation of Souls is leaving the incarnational process and new Souls are coming
in. The Final Judgment is taking place, while the majority still see only money.
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Three Years Preparatory School for Entry to University, Certificate
My name at birth was Dagmar Grosz(ová)

State Rigorous Examinations for Diploma in Sociology

Postgraduate Study of International Trade 1976 - 1979

People like to ask about the comparability of education outside of Britain against
British qualifications. I can confirm that the British standards did not match the

standards expected by the Komenius University in Bratislava. My colleagues who
interviewed me for the post of the Research Fellow at the Open University in 1989
told me that I “did not have competition”. I subsequently interviewed candidates
qualified as sociologists from British Universities who could not define “culture”.
Culture is the main object of sociological study. Culture is represented by the
collective predominant patterns of behavior of an ethnicum, or group. (Not by going
to the cinema, or the theatre, as the man-in-the-street and some sociology graduates
may understand it.)

1969, Entering the Komenius
University, Bratislava

1983, First British Passport
Gloucestershire

I was born in Bratislava, Slovakia, 28th February 1951, to German mother and father
born in Budapest, Hungary. My mother tongue is German. I believe that
international diversity is important to stability. My perspective is incompatible with
monetary globalism based on exploitation and inequality, while suppressing
individuality and free expression. Today’s globalists speak of false equality.

Non-conformist, intrepid freethinker and an outspoken “foreigner” – an inevitable
target to exclusion from a society of sheeple in a small town of Cheltenham.

Only years later and after realising that I was a Cathar, that my Cathar nature
governed my thinking and permeated all of my traits, did I realise that my concept of
cross-cultural co-operation was, also, a Cathar concept. It proposed fair
collaboration across nations, each nation on equal terms, to derive synergistic
results from the differences in the cultural traits of each by the optimal
complementary division of tasks between them.
My Anglo-German work was hugely popular with practicing managers. Further
research into additional combinations, of which Anglo-French was planned as next,
was thwarted by a lack of funding. My academic work required the endorsement of
other academics, which was not and could not be forthcoming. The British business
academia knows only profit and how to expand it globally, while exploiting different
markets and opportunities. I believe that the correct name for this is “greed”.
Premature, forced and unjust globalism is doomed to fail and it will lead to the
deaths of those forcing it. It contradicts the Laws of the Universe.
My concept is the only one leading to permanent welfare and global peace. In 1996
Michael Heseltine showed an interest in my work. With the government falling
under Blair, all peaceful solutions to the World were lost. History will know Blair’s
input by the injustice perpetrated on the Iraqi people and the plundering of Iraq,
lying to the World about non-existing weapons of mass destruction and the death of
Dr David Kelly, an honourable citizen.

As the consequence of my unique pioneering work from which Britain and the rest of
the World could have benefited, I was sent on the dole, became branded a “foreign
sponger” and persecuted for defending myself against small-town Nazi hate. This
seemed connected to the Cheltenham authorities, including the police. I was
harassed and abused, including by the Courts and the legal system. The Court, in

person of the Judge Thomas, in 2005, decided against me and against all evidence,
based solely on my place of birth and the complaints system in person of a Max
Mulvaney decreed that not to have constituted a criminal act on part of Thomas.
When the doors to further academic research closed in 1996, I was guided to
discover myself through spirituality. The “extraordinary” experiences throughout my
life, starting in early childhood, fell into place and made sense. While the exclusion
from the business World was disappointing and hurtful, I soon felt happier than
before, through the new door just opened. It was like an outer crust peeling off me to
feel a more genuine self underneath.

1998, On a healing retreat with friends
When the malicious BBC film was made about me in 2012, instead of becoming the
victim of violence and abuse, which will have been the aim, I was overwhelmed by
the love and support extended to me by my spiritual friends, some of whom I have
not seen for more than fifteen years. Of the hundreds of candidates that passed
through my workshops, to this date a small handful remains faithful to the spiritual
path forged. In 2002, even this door closed for me, while I had to learn that greed
for money did not bypass people attracted to spirituality. At a point of deep sadness
in November 2002, my Spirit Guide started openly speaking to me and he gave me
his name as Lysseus, the enlightened one. Only years later did the Guide reveal to
me that it is him who I am praying to, that he is the acting God and he told me about
my purpose and mission in life. That made all that followed easier to bear, as it
gave the most wonderful of meanings and an end worth pursuing.

I knew on the day I met him that Geiger, the crook and cancer impostor who was
made to star in the BBC fabrication about me, was a person deriving satisfaction
and rewards from the suffering of a large number of people and I wrote that to him
in an e-mail to a mailbox monitored by the BBC. Although it was him who warned
me, the Spirit Guide asked me to go along, because the outcome will serve the
highest good of all and will be worthwhile. The instigators and the makers of the
film thought that they could trap me. Instead, they trapped themselves and exposed
a most heartless con – an impostor claiming for money to have had cancer in order
to deceive genuine sufferers on behalf of a highly profitable World cancer trade.

Born with a deep love and compassion for animals, over a period of forty years, I
adopted a large number of dogs previously owned by other people, or found as stray.
Several of my dogs lived to over 18 years. I am also an activist supporting animal
welfare causes around the World.
I relinquished my former citizenship. Despite my second home country not treating
me always kindly, I love the British people for their sense of fairness. At no point
was I left without a friend who stood by me and supported me at times of hardship,
usually with a wonderful sense of humour and courage not easily seen elsewhere.
I was infinitely proud to be British on the day that the Brits have voted in a
referendum to leave the European Union, even though Britain was the country least
enslaved by the prison of nations. I see the British spirit of independence and
freedom as the most valuable trait that a nation can have and I hope, on behalf of
the people, that it will be applied to full consequence and to the benefit of all in
Britain and beyond.

The following was inserted on 24th November 2018
I am worried about the future of the Monarchy, as God tells me that another wave of
detrimental events will happen, similar to the “Annus Horribilis”, if the Crown fails to
disassociate itself completely from the Hello! magazine and from all and anyone
who initiated, or took part in the malice that this publication and the Duchess of
Cambridge personal biographer Claudia Joseph disseminated in 2017 about me.
Update 23rd December 2019
The “Annus Horribilis” was described as a piece of cake against 2019 for the
monarchy. The warning above was ignored. I was victim to new discrimination.
While the VIPs got their alleged Justice following the conviction of Beech, the same
firm of solicitors that secured compensation for one of the VIPs did not bother to
reply to me. Justice for me is sacrificed in order to save an apology by the
establishment and that includes a royal apology. Now God tells me that the
monarchy will fall, and all persons that hurt me will be ground to dust, regardless of
their status.
The horrendous lies about me by the BBC, which is an organization promoting the
interests of Israel, were disseminated with Israeli interest is mind, such as the profits
of the World cancer trade. God holds Israel responsible for the lies about me and he
expects these to be withdrawn with an apology and compensation. Should this be
ignored, God will show his will by action affecting Israel.

